Our Values

Built in the American Heartland, Thursday Pools’ manufacturing facility sits on 56 acres in Fortville, Indiana. We are proud of our 30 year history in the fiberglass composite industry. Our organization operates by three guiding principles.

HONESTY • INTEGRITY • MUTUAL RESPECT

Honesty, integrity, and mutual respect set the foundation for all our decisions and are the cornerstone of all our dealer relationships. You can have peace of mind knowing that Thursday Pools did their due diligence and carefully selected only quality dealers who we believe exemplify and support our mission of bringing high standards of ethics to the industry.

Quality Assurance

Thursday Pools’ practices a strict documented quality assurance program. Every mold is stored indoors, carefully reviewed, and thoroughly inspected before each pool is produced. Our built to order production process means your pool is not ‘old stock’ or on a lot awaiting purchase out in the elements.

We are proud to be long standing members of the Association of Pool & Spa Professionals (APSP) and the American Composite Manufacturing Association (ACME). We are EPA and OSHA compliant and in the process of being ISO9001:2088 certified.
Setting the Standard

Thursday Pools has engineered and implemented the most durable fiberglass pool laminate schedule ever. This construction provides incredible strength, flexibility and peace of mind.

One major factor that contributes to the strength and flexibility is the use of the most technically advanced and environmentally friendly fiberglass in the industry. Owens Corning’ Advantex® E-CR® fiberglass, made in North America. All our fiberglass pools are built using molds with an all steel sub-structure, providing our dealers and customers with laser straight and dimensionally precise pools.

100% Made in North America
BENEFITS OF FIBERGLASS

UNIQUE DESIGNS
Thursday Pools offers exclusive designs and unique molds that cannot be found anywhere else in the industry. Each pool is carefully designed and handcrafted to create the best use of the water space available.

MORE FREE TIME
Thursday Pools require less maintenance compared to the traditional vinyl liner and concrete pools. Our pool surfaces are non-abrasive and non-porous. These surface properties inhibit the growth of algae thus reducing the amount of time and chemicals needed to maintain the pool. In addition, our innovative gel coat surface never needs to be maintained or replaced. It is also engineered to be highly compatible with both salt generation systems and standard chlorination.

PET FRIENDLY
For many of you, your pets are considered family. Fiberglass pools are known to be the most pet friendly pool surface on the market. With the durable finish, you will not have to worry about your pet producing tears or punctures like you would with a vinyl liner pool. It is also important to note that fiberglass pools are typically designed with several entry/exit points which make it safer for your pet who will be just as curious about a pool as a child would be.

“Love that our kids, dogs and really anyone can get in and no worries about the liner getting torn or damaged”
-J. Miller, Salem, IN
FUNCTIONAL

Fiberglass pools are an icon of beauty that can rival any gunite or vinyl-liner pool, but it is their built-in features that provide functionality and an incredible use of space. In every fiberglass design you will find strategically placed benches, tanning ledges, step-outs, and more. This not only makes the pools perfect for play but for getting the most fun and function out of every design.

FINANCING OPTIONS

Imagine no hump day. A place where everyday is like the start of a weekend. With a pool from Thursday Pools’, everyday can end with a cool beverage by the pool and spent with the people that matter most. Congratulations on making the decision to invest in your family’s future. There is simply no better way to connect with friends and family or relax after a hard day’s work than in your own backyard swimming pool.

Now imagine it is all easier to obtain than you think. Thursday Pools’ has partnered with several lending institutions to give you a wide range of financing options. Whether you are in the market for a home equity loan or a low fixed-rate term loan, Thursday Pools’ can put you in touch with lenders that will work hard and creative to make your dreams a reality.

“We felt a great deal of care and customer service from our pool manufacturer. Thank You Thursday Pools!”
-T. & V. Hendrickson, Geneva, IL
CLASSIC RECTANGLES

MONOLITH
16'x40' 3'4" TO 8'6" DEPTH

GOLIATH
16'x41' 3'8" TO 6'8" DEPTH
16'x37' 3'8" TO 6'4" DEPTH
16'x33' 3'8" TO 6' DEPTH

SPIRIT
13'x39' 4'6" DEPTH

*All sizes stated are approximate and are to the largest section on each outside edge. Drawings are not to scale. Unless specified, all pools manufactured by Thursday Pools®, LLC are classified as non-diving. The use of diving equipment is prohibited.
Lil' Bob
13'x27' 4'6" Depth

Infinity
13'x27' 4'6" Depth
Infinity edge and capture tank built into pool design

Sea Turtle
10'x20' 4'6" Depth
Perfect for the Badu Swim Jet System

Your weekend starts early with us...®
**Simple Silhouettes**

**Titus**
14’x33’ 3’5” TO 5’10” Depth  
12’x26’ 3’5” TO 5’5” Depth

**Cathedral**
14’x33’ 3’5” TO 5’ Depth

**Pearl**
15’x25’ 3’6” Depth  
**Perfect Party Pool or Spa**

*All sizes stated are approximate and are to the largest section on each outside edge. Drawings are not to scale. Unless specified, all pools manufactured by Thursday Pools®, LLC are classified as non-diving. The use of diving equipment is prohibited.*
PERFECT ADDITIONS

**SPA**
9′×9′ 3′2″ Depth

**WADING POOL**
9′×9′ 1′6″ Depth

**WET DECK**
14′×6′ 1′ Depth

---

**WATER FEATURES**

The sound of water will enhance your swimming pool experience. Speak with your dealer about adding spill over water features, deck jets, bubblers, and more...

---

**TILE**
Add tile to intensify your water reflection and elevate the look of your entire backyard. Ask your dealer for details.

---

**LIGHTING**
Your dealer can help you transform your daytime party pool into your nightlife hot spot.

---

*Photo courtesy of Indiana Backyard Living, Inc / Judd Pools*

---

Your weekend starts early with us...®
Automatic Safety Covers
Thursday Pools' endeavors to design the best cover ready pools. With the growing demand and popularity of automatic safety covers, it is essential to offer a variety of designs and sizes that can accommodate an automatic safety cover.

In addition to providing peace of mind and security, an automatic safety cover will reduce heating and chemical costs.

Fabric Color Selections
- Brown
- Beige
- Light Blue
- Royal Blue
- Navy Blue
- Forest Green
- Light Gray
- Charcoal

"In our industry, positive relationships are everything. That is why our partnership with Thursday Pools is so valuable to us."
-Mike Shadoan, VP Automatic Pool Covers, Inc.

Shimmer Series Surface
The Shimmer Series offers surface colors that have deep, rich color and a sparkling finish. Our Shimmer Series has been time tested and proven to create a durable, blister and fade resistant composite that is ideal for swimming pools.

The finish is beautiful and the quality seems top notch!"
-E. Quinn, Troy, Michigan

This brochure represents pool finishes and fabric colors as closely as possible. Due to the nature of photography and printing, variations in color may occur. See your dealer for actual samples.
Customize Your Pool

Thursday Pools has both the in-house tooling department and the ingenuity to build your custom fiberglass pool. Our most popular designs were brought to life because someone simply asked, “Can You Build It”? Our response is “YES WE CAN”!

In fact, Thursday Pools already offers the following customization options:
- Infinity edges on any pool design
- Custom spillways to accommodate water features, elevated wet decks and more...
- Badu Swim Jet Systems on appropriate designs

“...The customer service you provided was above and beyond any expectations we could have had. Again, Thank You!”
-T. Phillips, East Montpelier, VT